
 
 

 

 
Jimaworks RelationShipsTM Worksheet. 
 
This document provides a worksheet for filling in the commemorative elements of your 
RelationShipsTM display.  Your answers to the Who/What/Where/When questions below will 
suggest how you might fill in the five “text boxes” that help tailor the final RelationShipsTM 
product to your specific history.   
 
The www.jimaworks.com “Resources” page (which can also be reached through the “Hints and 
Tips” links on the “About You” page) provides advice and links about how to fill in the 
RelationShipsTM questions.  But the greatest resource for answering these questions will usually 
be the memories of family relations.   
 
Therefore, we would like recommend this worksheet also as a template for family projects that 
mine those memories in the interest of posterity.  For instance, youngsters might be asked to 
interview their “Oma’s and Opa’s” with this template serving as their guide.  Such interactions 
often become precious memories themselves, and with a bit of curation through services such 
provided by StoryCorp.org could well end up enriching much more than the immediate family. 
 
The questions: 
 

Who came over?  
Provide the names of those in your lineage who were the first-generation transplants to these 
shores (the “first-gens” in jimaworks parlance).  If possible, focus on a specific ancestor – one 
who was among the first in his or her branch of your family to make the trip to this new land 
from their ancestral home.  Try also to obtain the names of any relations who made the voyage 
with him or her. 
 
If All Else Fails:  If you are American, you can almost be assured that there was *some* ocean-
crossing event that brought your family name here.  So if all else fails, consider using your own 
as the first-gen name. 
 
FirstGen #1.                

FirstName          MiddleName(s)          (Nickname)           Last Name  
            
Relation within First Generation Family                               Age 

 
FirstGen #2.                

FirstName          MiddleName(s)          (Nickname)           Last Name   
           

  Relation within First Generation Family                               Age 
 



 
 

 

 
FirstGen #3.                

FirstName          MiddleName(s)          (Nickname)           Last Name   
           

  Relation within First Generation Family                               Age 
 
FirstGen #4.                

FirstName          MiddleName(s)          (Nickname)           Last Name 
           

  Relation within First Generation Family                               Age 
 
FirstGen #5.                

FirstName          MiddleName(s)          (Nickname)           Last Name   
           
Relation within First Generation Family                               Age 

 
FirstGen #6.                

FirstName          MiddleName(s)          (Nickname)           Last Name 
            
Relation within First Generation Family                               Age 
 

FirstGen ...                
FirstName          MiddleName(s)          (Nickname)           Last Name 
            
Relation within First Generation Family                               Age 
 

When did they come over?  
Your earliest-crossing relations came over at some specific point in historical time.  Figure out 
when this trip was made and, if you can, how long it took.    (This might have to be an estimate 
– maybe you only know the decade and can just guess the length of the voyage, or maybe you 
actually know their arrival date and know exactly how long their trip took.  Whatever you know 
or can find out as answers to this question, you can put into your display.) 
 
If All Else Fails: Consider just estimating the decade or even just denoting the century of the 
crossing, and, similarly, just indicating an estimate of the length of the voyage (as in examples in 
the Gallery). 
 
When Left.            

Yr(Decade?)     Mo(Season of Departure?)     Day  of Departure if you can get it.   
When Arrived.            
   Yr/Mo/Day of Arrival if you can get it.  Else approximate length of the trip. 
 



 
 

 

 
What country did they come from?  
This is an American immigration story.  These people emigrated from some specific place.  Find 
out what country they from, and if possible, figure out what province, and maybe even what 
city, town, or village in that country they came from. 
 
If All Else Fails: You can perhaps guess at the geographical *region* of the name, e.g., Eastern 
Europe or Scandinavia.  You can use such more general location names as easily as the more 
specific, nation names, as in some of the examples in the Gallery 
 
Country of Origin.            

                    Country                          Province                         City or Town   
 

What port did they leave from?  
See if you can determine the port.  For instance, you may know, may be able to determine, or 
may be able to infer the probable departure point from his/her country of origin and when the 
voyage was made. In the late 1800’s, for example, new railroads were being built from the 
ports of Hamburg and Bremen in Germany to the inland cities of Middle and Eastern Europe 
such as Warsaw.  A first-generation American who came from Poland at that time is highly likely 
to have left through one of those two German ports. 
 
If All Else Fails: The routes of immigration are well known, so the most probable ports of 
departure can be inferred from a family’s country or region of origin.  Consider simply picking a 
representative port in Northern Europe or the Mediterranean according to that name, or just 
use the name of the likely country from which the first-gens departed. 
 
Port of Departure.             

                    Port City                          Province                         Country   
 

Where did they land?  
See if you can determine the port of entry.  Similar to the case for the departure port, you may 
know, may be able to determine, or may be able to infer the probable arrival point from his/her 
when the voyage was made and the first-gen’s destination in the new land. 
 
If All Else Fails: As in the case for the Port of Departure, if all else fails, consider simply picking a 
representative port that makes sense in terms of the first-gen’s probable first destination, or 
even the current family residence. 
 
Port of Arrival.             

                    Entry Point                          State 
 



 
 

 

 
What (ship) brought them here?  
Find something out about the ship they took to get here.  If it’s too hard to definitively identify 
the name of the ship, you may be able infer the most probable ship, or the most probable 
shipping line, or the most likely type of ship that brought them here.  For the more recent sea-
crossers, this may instead be the type of airplane, and you can actually find the specific tail 
number of the plane the landed your family here if you can find the flight that the first-gens 
took. 
 
If All Else Fails: The mode of transportation by which the first-gen used can be used as a generic 
type suitable for depicting the historic period of the voyage.  You may also choose to leave the 
depiction of the mode of transportation off the final display. 
 
Mode of Transport.             

             Ship/ Airplane(Tail Number?)             Passenger Line or Airline 
 

Where did they end up?  
You or your family members may already know the first destination of your first-gens in the 
New World.  But if not, you may be able to make a good guess from the extensive knowledge 
available about where immigrants from a given country and/or entering a given port ended up. 
 
If All Else Fails: Consider simply using your current location, since, after all, that is where your 
first-gen, history ultimately led up to this point. 
 
New World Destination.            

                    Town or City                      County                       State   
 

What made them leave their homeland? 
You may know or be able to obtain a pretty good idea of why these individuals came to 
America. If you so choose, your commemorative design may be made to indicate your 
understanding of the main impulse that brought them here.  
 
If All Else Fails: You may have little information of the original reasons for the first-gen’s 
departure from their original homeland.  But if you want to note this, consider describing the 
reasons at a high level of generality.  Else this can be left out of the display. 
 
Reason for the Crossing.            

                   E.g., Life/ Liberty/ Pursuit of Happiness… 
 
************************************************************************** 
  



 
 

 

 
The RelationShipsTM TextBoxes. 
 
The five sections below correspond to the five tailorable “text boxes” of the RelationShipsTM 
product.  These are: the TitleBox, the DepartureBox, the ArrivalBox, the ShipInofBox, and the 
Plaque.  The information you assemble in the Who/What/When/Where sections provides 
natural content for the text boxes.  However, you may choose to customize the content of the 
text boxes in any way you want, and many alternative ways of deploying your text are 
illustrated in the www.jimaworks.com Gallery pages. 
 

Title Text 
The title text box appears centered near the top-ward part of the historical map that provides 
the background of the RelationShipsTM product.   It is comprised of a Title line with larger text, 
and a second line for subtext that can be used in a number of different ways. 
 
Title:              

Provide a suitable title, like “The <last name> Immigration” [max 48 char] 
 
Line 2:              

Describe, e.g., dates or dates and duration of the voyage [max 60 char] 
 

Departure Text 
The departure text box appears on the historical map near the starting end of the 
RelationShipsTM depiction of the vessel’s route across the ocean.   It is comprised of a Country 
of Origin line with larger text, and a second line for the Port of Departure. 
 
Country of Origin:            

This may include, as well, the city/province of residence [max 48 char] 
 
Port of Departure:            

This may instead be the original province, etc., or be blank [max 60 char] 
 

Destination Text 
The destination text box appears on the historical map near the finishing end of the 
RelationShipsTM depiction of the vessel’s route across the ocean.   It is comprised of a Port of 
Entry line with larger text, and a second line for the initial residence of the new arrivals. 
 



 
 

 

Port of Entry:            
This may instead be, e.g., the destined city or state [max 48 char] 

Initial Residence:            
This may instead of be the Port of Entry, be left blank, etc. [max 60 char] 

 

Ship Information 
The Ship Information text box appears centered on the lower part of the historical map.   It can 
hold the ship name, with a second line available for the passenger line for which the ship sailed.   
Ship Name:             

This may instead be left blank, etc. [max 48 char] 
Passenger Line:            

This may instead be the voyage duration, be left blank, etc. [max 60 char] 
 

The Plaque 
The plaque is a gold-colored, engraved 2” x 4” plate comprising of the names of the individuals 
on this voyage, an optional Leader section (in larger text), and an optional Trailer section (in 
smaller text).  There are at most 8 total lines on the plaque apportioned among the following: 
 
Leader:             

Provide suitable title for the plaque, like “First Generation <last name>” [max 30 char] 
 

Repeat for the first generation individuals on this voyage: 
FirstGen #1            

First, Middle, and Nickname(s)  Last Name  Relation Age [max 42 char] 
FirstGen #2            

First, Middle, and Nickname(s)  Last Name  Relation Age [max 42 char] 
FirstGen #3            

First, Middle, and Nickname(s)  Last Name  Relation Age [max 42 char] 
FirstGen #4            

First, Middle, and Nickname(s)  Last Name  Relation Age [max 42 char] 
FirstGen #5            

First, Middle, and Nickname(s)  Last Name  Relation Age [max 42 char] 
FirstGen #6            

First, Middle, and Nickname(s)  Last Name  Relation Age [max 42 char] 
FirstGen …             

If the number of names for the plaque exceeds six, please contact us.  
(301) 969-1956 

 
Trailer:             

Additional voyage information, e.g., ship, depart and arrival, etc. [max 54 char] 
 
************************************************************************** 
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